
Dear Partners, 

I would like to inform you that The Mazovian Academy in Płock resumes the mobilities within 

the Erasmus programme. It is very good news because we still can use the funds from the 

KA107-2020 Contract. Therefore, we can start our bilateral agreement realization. 

 

Deadline the project KA107-2020: 31 July 2023 
 

So I think that we could organize our bilertal mobilities next semester 2022/2023. 
 

We received fundings for cooperation with your country according to the data below: 

INCOMING (for incoming your students and employees): 

- STA - Staff mobility for Teaching - 2 employees (total funds for 1 person: 1255 EUR for 7 

days mobility-including 2 days for travel) 

 

OUTGOING (for outgoing our students and  employees): 

- STA - Staff mobility for Teaching - 2 employees  

 

Within your difficult situation in Ukraine I think that we could change type of mobilities - I 

propose: 

- STA - Staff mobility for Teaching - 4 employees (total funds for 1 person: 1255 EUR for 7 

days mobility-including 2 days for travel) 

 

I would like to emphasize that these numbers are the total numbers, which means that we have to 

share these mobilities with all our Partners from your country.  In total we have 3 partners from 

your country.  We do not want to favor anyone. 

 

I'm thinking that we will organize a recrutation process. 

1. You will organize a recrutation process for your students and employees and choose people 

according our limits (till the end of October) 

2. Then we will see how many interested people we will have from your country (till the half of 

November) 

3. Then we together will decide about mobilities and we will start organizing our mobilities 

(official documents like mobility agreement, contract ect. - till the end of December). 

 

I'm waiting for information from your university! 
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